More specific rules concerning the (online) i-DEPOT
Files
1. The online i-DEPOT can, in principle, be supplied in the (electronic) format desired by the
submitting party. The BOIP is nonetheless entitled to reject the online i-DEPOT if the format in
which the online i-DEPOT is supplied can damage the BOIP’s information systems, hamper the
proper or effective working thereof, or is not suitable for processing by the BOIP’s information
systems, or if the (file with the) online i-DEPOT is too large.
2. BOIP reserves the right to destroy an online i-DEPOT if BOIP has reasons to assume that the
online i-DEPOT may present a hazard to BOIP’s systems.
3. Files larger than 100mb cannot be supplied as Online i-DEPOT.
Intermediaries
1. Any natural or moral person can enter into an agreement with BOIP to become an intermediary
to
facilitate the submission of (online) i-DEPOTs by third parties, including, but not limited to,
members affiliated with the intermediary. The rules on i-DEPOT in the implementing regulations
are applicable to this agreement.
2. BOIP may set specific rules in the agreement with the intermediary concerning the latter’s
behaviour towards third parties, in particular concerning the way he presents himself in his
commercial communication. Intermediaries are not allowed to present themselves as if their
business practices have been authorized by BOIP, as if the intermediary represents BOIP or as if
he has entered into an exclusive agreement with BOIP.
3. BOIP has the right to terminate the agreement with the intermediary at any time.
4. BOIP will, in agreement with the intermediary, mention the intermediary’s identification on the
means of evidence provided.
Intermediaries-Specific rules concerning Submitting Parties
1. The articles in the BCIP and rules in the implementing regulation concerning i-DEPOT remain fully
applicable on the i-DEPOT and the submitting party if the i-DEPOT is submitted through an
intermediary with the exception of the explicit deviations thereof provided for the in the
implementing regulations or specific rules by the Director general.
2. BOIP reserves the right to inspect a submitting party’s name and address details in an i-DEPOT in
so far as this is necessary in order to verify that the party that submits an online i-DEPOT
through an intermediary is in fact authorized do this through that intermediary. For verification
purposes, the BOIP can provide the relevant intermediary with a submitting party’s name and
address details.

